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Republicans sweep the country
GOP majority
in both Houses
By Matthew Tom and Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
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John Stannard, left, and Ken Hodges cheer as news of Gov. Pete Wilson’s victory was broadcasted on television at the Republican victory party.

Wilson supporters celebrate win
By Joanne Griffith Domingue
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Republicans cheered, clapped
and stomped at their victory party
at Italian Gardens in San Jose as
election results rolled in Tuesday
night.
"This is more than I ever
dreamed," said Betty Quick, county
chairman of Gov. Pete Wilson’s reelection campaign and San Jose
State University alumna, Class of
1950.

Gov. Wilson was re-elected and
Proposition 187 passed.
"I don’t believe it! This is fabulous!" said Vikky Engmann, a volunteer for the Santa Clara County
Republicans. "I knew we’d win, but
this is a clean sweep!"
Lu Ryden, former San Jose City
Council member, beamed.
"I’m not only happy, but amazed.
I’m delighted."
"We must accept the people
of California," Brown said dur-

Democrats’ party
turns into a wake
By Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Democratic ideals and candidates fell one by one. First,
Kathleen Brown was announced
as a losing candidate. Then,
Proposition 187 was declared a
winner.
The faces at the Democratic
victory party in the El Dorado
Room at the Le Baron Hotel in
San Jose went from long to
longer. The Democratic victory
party became more like a wake.
As the results were announced
over the television screens, the
hisses and boos became louder,
while the expressions became
more negative. People screamed,
"What? ... Boo!"
Those in attendance came from
many backgrounds, and they
came for many reasons.
"We had to be here to be with
other Demos to hear results and
to cheer and cry," said Sherry
Brown, a small business owner
from Palo Alto.
There were cheers when they
announced Ted Kennedy’s victory, and others cried, as one
young Hispanic girl did when she
saw the Republican lead grow.

For many of the women there,
losses by Kathleen Brown and
Texas Gov. Ann Richards were the
hardest to accept.
"It goes to show us that as
many gains as we have made as
females, we still have a long way
to go," said Liz Figueroa, a candidate for assembly in the FremontBerryessa, District 20. "We have
to show them all the more that
we are successful in any endeavor we undertake whether it be
politics, or whatever."
Sue Houchen, a graduate stuin
San
Jose
State
dent
University’s nursing program was
particularly upset by the results
of the Proposition 187 issue.
"I’m not going to be an INS
agent for them. It’s not my Job,"
she said.
Arleen Hannon, a cook at Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center,
agreed.
"I work In a hospital. I’m not
going to turn them In. I won’t be a
Gestapo. That’s what it wants us
to do
turn us all into
Gestapos," she said. "I can’t
believe that’s the whole problem
of our state. I’d rather feed these
See Democrats, page 8

ing her concession speech.
"Yes, you must!" shouted Karen
Prouty, a volunteer at
the
Republican headquarters, as she
leapt in the air. "I’m extremely
happy."
Ted Bundesen, SJSU alumnus,
Class of 1987, said Huffington did
not try to buy a Senate seat.
"He earned it," Bundesen said. "I
don’t think it’s possible to buy
votes. Money is used to present
arguments. You must be a million-

aire or an incumbent to have the
opportunity to raise the money
spent on this race," Bundesen said.
Quick said she did not want to
judge Huffington on the amount of
money he spent on his campaign.
"What people spend on campaigns is their own business. I’d
rather they spend their own money
than owe somebody because they
take big donations," she said.
Lu Ryden voted for Proposition
See GOP page 8

The Republicans are back in power. For
the first time in 40 years, they will control
both Houses of Congress as voters overwhelmingly elected Republican candidates in
Tuesday’s midterm elections.
The GOP gained eight Democratic seats in
the Senate, winning one each in Arizona,
Ohio, Michigan, Maine, Oklahoma. Pennsylvania, and two in Tennessee.
The Republicans only needed seven seats
to gain control of the Senate.
The restored Republican majority is
almost certain to name Sen. Bob Dole of
Kansas to the post of Senate majority leader
for the final two years of President Bill
Clinton’s term.
In an interview with C-Span, Dole said
the shift to the Republican party amounted
to a "vote of no confidence in the Clinton
agenda."
GOP strategist Rich Bond said at a celebration, "Bill and Hillary, start packing now."
The White House disagreed that voters
were anti-Clinton.
"Oh, 1 thi.nk it’s an anti-Washington message," saiti--Wlaite House press secretary Dee
Dee Meyers. "The burden of government is
now on them."
The biggest blow to the Democratic Party
may be Rep. Tom Foley of Washington, losing
to political novice George Nethercutt.
House Speaker Tom Foley is the first sitting speaker to be ousted since before the
Civil War.
Another powerful Democrat who lost his
bid for re-election was Illinois Congressman
and former Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, who is under
indictment on ethics charges.
Republicans are expected to control 233 of
the 435-seat House, which is 55 more seats
than they held before the elections. The 233
seats are the most Republicans have held
since 1956.
Republicans won 10 Democratic governorships and captured a majority of statehouses
See Election. page 8

Prop. 187 setback fuels Latino resolve
Opponents say
they will mobilize
By A.J. Nomai
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

More than 75 people gathered at the "No on 187" headquarters in East San Jose to
show their solidarity against
the proposition. But as
returns showed the proposition was passing, the "No on
187" campaign leaders repeated their message
the
Latino community will remain
active.
Rudy
Chavez
Medina,
nephew of Cesar Chavez, said
he was glad, In a strange way,
that Proposition 187 came
along because it helped the
Latino community organize.
"What this (proposition)
did was change (the Latino
community)," he said. "It
woke up a sleeping giant."
"The Latino community has
scored a victory no matter
what the outcome," Jorge
Gonzales, chair of "Californians against 187" said.
"They are mobilizing themselves and learning how to
carry out campaigns and
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"No on 187" supporter Dolores Amador, left A ;,es ti.
argue their points."
The crowd at the beginning
of the evening was very festive and excited, a mood
which never changed throughout the evening. Crowded into
the small, stuffy headquarters
on Alum Rock Avenue, they
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. from her eyes during election returns

sang songs and chanted.
"This is a very triumphant
mood," Medina said.
"We’re all waiting very anxiously to see the final results,"
Gonzales said. "But we know
that the struggle doesn’t end
here. We will continue to fight

racism, discrimination and
scapegoating."
San Jose independence High
School students Isis Flores and
Omar Rodriguez weren’t nervous at all.
"If 187 does pass," Flores
See 187, page 4
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Editorial

Worker rights at critical junction
We should support union
strikers in San Francisco by not
buying the Examiner and
Chronicle newspapers until
union workers and the San
Francisco Newspaper Agency
can agree on a contract.
The management’s stronghold on job security might try
to break the union. The public
must be aware of the kind of
precedence this carries for
other unions and employeeemployer relationships.
If worker needs and valid
complaints of an unfair management are ignored, then
rights of the workers will continually be undermined, as they
were in the early days of
American industry.
The unions provide a power
of unity one that lends to job
security. Now. Examiner and
Chronicle employees fear their
jobs will be given to others. It
appears the cycle of history is
facing us once again.

On late Tuesday, Nov. I, 2,600
newspaper workers from eight
different unions went on strike
after negotiations for the two
San Francisco daily newspapers
showed little progress.
Management has planned to
replace the striking workers, a
group of Teamster truck drivers, writers, and photographers.
"Once again in the spirit of
those who founded the labor
movement ... it is time to form
the picket lines and vow that we
will not retreat another inch,"
Herb Caen, a well-known columnist of the Chronicle in a column from the San Francisco
Free Press.
Unions want job security and
wage increases of 3.5 percent
over the next four years.
Management has asked to layoff
150 to 200 Teamster jobs and
offered a one-year pay-freeze
followed be a 2.46 percent pay
raise over the next four years.

Union workers at the two
dailies have not been on contract for a year.
The whole purpose of striking
Is to make management listen to
the needs of the workers, who
might have seen a wage freeze
and a potential loss of those
Teamster drivers’ positions.
Union strikers used to have
the power of the walk-out. It
made management listen to
their needs. But now, as management replaces the positions
that workers left, workers are
seeing their union get busted.
In support of the workers,
well-known columnists have
vowed to leave the dailies if this
plan goes into effect.
But until there is an agreement, support the unions by not
buying
the
newspapers.
America has fought too hard
and too long to lose worker
rights now.

Only fools sever
parental support

Chris
McCrellis-Mitchell
staff reporter

give it all back in the blink if I could have him
back. For all I know, he could have been a lousy
father, but at least he was my father.
When I was 19, I eloped. By the time my mom
found out, two and a half years after the fact, she
was so mad she didn’t want anything to do with
me for two months. Since that time, we have
patched up our problems, but that was the
loneliest time of my life.
I was on my own with no family. I was miserable. All I could think about was: What if I couldn’t pay bills? What if I got into an accident? What
would happen when I had a child? Would I tell
him or her about his grandparents?
I had no one I could turn to in times of trouble.
I never want to feel that away again, and I would
hope no one would ever have to experience the
same thing.
Don’t take your parents for granted. They may
not always be there for you, but while they are,
they will give you all they can. Whether your parents are good or bad, an objective judgement,
they are your parents.
It’s not like they have a textbook entitled
"Childrearing 109: The Troubleshooter’s guide to
Parenting." by B. Goode-Child.
What my roommate’s daughter and the Student
Union fool have both failed to see is that even if
your parents don’t agree with you, no parent is
going to willingly guide you in the wrong direction. Your parents love you unconditionally, but
you won’t know until you’ve lost that love.
To quote Cinderella, a glam-rock ’80s band,
"You Don’t Know What You’ve Got Till It’s Gone."

Letter to the Editor

Hayes’ critic presented distorted facts
Dear Editor
I think Sheila Mayne is confused. In her November criticism of Heather Hayes’ column
on the spousal abuse of men,
she presents the same "distorted" facts as Hayes supposedly
presented in her column.
To begin with, Mayne seems
to seems to think that Ms.
Magazine (1 wonder who its
publisher is) is most credible at
presenting straight fact than the
Journal of Marriage and Family.
Secondly, she pulls a fact out

of who knows where and states
that when men and women are
in an abusive relationship, the
man hits the woman fifty times
more than she hits him.
Thirdly, Mayne must still see
women as the weaker sex as she
states that, in an even fight
between a man and a woman
"...the man will most definitely
win."
I hate to disagree with her,
but I have seen women hold
there own against men BIGGER
than they are.
Lastly, she compares women

admitting to abusing men to
black Americans admitting to
lynching whites. There is a difference; abuse is happening,
lynching is not.
Despite my dislike for most of
Hayes’ opinions, she always
presents strong support for her
arguments. Please do the same.
By the way, misogynists
aren’t Just men.

Jonathan R. Rogers
Freshman
Aviation

Opinion page policies
Articles and letters must contain the author’s name, address,

phone number, signature and
major.Contributions must be

typed or submitted on a 3.5-inch
disk using Microsoft Word.
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The Word From Elysium

Marriage a haven

Kevin Moore
column:it

from dating trials

Writer’s Forum

My roommates 13-year-old daughter recently
decided that she was now old enough to make all
her own decisions.
This stubbornness led her to a home for troubled teens.
After being influenced by the "real" troubled
girls. mainly gangbangers and drug addicts who
she now lives with, she has blown off both her
parents. She says she would rather live with her
cool new family, or as they call themselves
"Nuestra Familia."
Apparently, she has learned that the word
"teenager" stands for mature, learned, person
ready for independent thought and living
arrangements.
The same week, I heard some some guy in the
Student Union telling a friend about how he
hadn’t talked to his parents since he moved into
the dorms. Although his parents were flipping the
bill, he was flipping them off because they didn’t
approve his choice of majors.
As he put it, "I couldn’t care less if they both
croak. More money for me I guess." (ha, ha,
ha.. .not funny!)
Neither of these two people have the slightest
clue to what their actions are doing. They are
separating themselves from the single most
important people in their lives their parents.
My father passed away when I was five years
old. I never had a chance to get to know him.
Everything I do know about him is what I’ve been
told by my family.
Fortunately, his death has provided me with
enough Social Security money to help me
through five years of CSU education. But I would

lit.

Sex! It’s a powerful force in our lives. It is the
driving force behind commerce and progress.
Some would say it’s the reason for marriage.
Considering most of the married people I know
have sex less frequently and are less happy with
the results than most of the single people I know,
sex is not a good reason for marriage.
So what is a good reason for plunging into that
benighted abyss? It can hardly be childbearing in
this day and age. Cohabitation is so widely
accepted that it can’t be the answer.
Tax benefits. That’s what ills. Has to be. There
isn’t anything left except ... love?
Nah, couldn’t be. Love, in all its various manifestations, more closely resembles a bizarre form
of mental illness than anything like a rational reason for structuring your life around an alien presence.
Women in particular seem to exhibit the
strangest behavior when under the influence of
this common malady. Look at how most women
react when presented with a bundle containing
the amputated reproductive organs of vegetable
entities.
They usually get a sort of vacant look in their
eyes and a smile creases their cheeks. Consider
the likely effect if, say, sheep genitalia were substituted.
Never having tried this, I can only suppose that
a woman would not find this an effective means
of expressing affection.
Two different life forms, two different outcomes. Go figure. Women certainly seem to find it

attractive when a man smears the pungent
extracts from mammalian genitalia over his face
and body. Women seem to prefer smearing the
extracts of plant genitalia on themselves to mammal musk.
Meeting people is easy. Making them isn’t too
much harder, but how do you really know when
you find someone who may be sleeping beside
you for the next 70 years?
What criteria could anyone still in their prime
childbearing years possibly have for determining
who can stay the distance? Why would anyone
want to?
How can you be sure your intended isn’t going
to decide the whole thing was a mistake and
trade you in for a newer model? Maybe marriage
licenses should only run for a certain number of
years, like an NFL contract.
What about having marriage drafts with firstround picks and free-agency? Isn’t that kind of
what people are doing anyway?
The whole mating game seems a little strange.
The whole complex interaction between the
sexes filled with rules that aren’t really rules
seems more akin somehow to the games of a
chimpanzee troupe.
Maybe marriage is really just a way of saying,
"I’m tired of the monkey games. I think I’ll sit this
one out."
Kevin Moore is a Daily
columnist His column
appears every Wednesday.

Letter to the Editor

Biblical ’gay law has Greek source
Dear Editor
I’ve keen reading the various
letters and comments lately
adorning the Opinion page
regarding Christianity and
homosexuality. While I’m neither gay or Christian, I felt I
should toss in my three cents
regarding this issue.
First off, the primary objection to homosexuality is found
in Leviticus. However, there is
some major misunderstanding
of this.
When one reads the Bible,
one has to keep in mind the
original context and the fact
that it has gone through many
translations, with many views.
There is evidence that the
"prohibition" against homosexuality was actually a prohibition
against the ancient Greek tradition of an older man "mentorIng" a younger male In exchange
for sexual favors the prohibi-

tion was against pedophilia
rather than against two adults
in a loving relationship.
Second
off,
mainstream
Christianity tends to site
Leviticus as their rationale
against
homosexuality.
However, when asked why they
don’t follow the rest of the
Levitican laws, the claim is that
Jesus abolished those laws.
In fact, the Bible says that
Jesus came in fulfillment of the
law, not to supersede those
laws (Matt. 5:17). Certain of his
followers did claim that the
laws were revoked (Acts 10) but
Jesus himself never said that
they were abolished.
According to belief, Jesus’
Words are to mean more than
those of his followers. The only
time one of his followers says
anything against homosexuality, he sites Leviticus as his
source, an Indication that all
the the laws were still in effect

Therefore, we have two
options. Option one is that
those laws are still in effect, in
which case, all of them are in
effect, including dietary laws,
laws regarding the wearing of
two types of thread in the same
cloth, laws against shaving, etc.
Option two is the mainstream
Christian belief that those laws
were superseded, in which case
the "prohibition" against homosexuality is also superseded.
To follow only one of the
Levitican laws while claiming
that all of the others are no
longer in effect, is not only nonsensical, but is rather hypocritical.
"In the same way, on the outside you appear to people as
righteous but on the inside you
are full of hypocrisy and
wickedness" (Matthew 23:28,
NW).
Patrick McKinnion
Computer Science
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Students too busy to vote
By Kevin Valine

SJSU’S WEEKLY CALENDAR
Black Alliance
of Scientists & Engineers

Meeting, 6 p.m., ENG 358. Call
Howard, 924-EUYO.

Department of Biological
Sciences
Seminar: Dr. Loren Jenkins,
"New Diagnostic Protocols in
Molecular Human Cytogenetics," 1:30 p.m., DH 135. Call 9244900.

Buhverlytton English Club

Meeting, 12:30 p.m., FO 104. Call
Lara Stunning, 293-0183.

Career Planning
& Placement
Ccoop Orientation, 12:30 p.m., SU
Costanoan Room. Call 924-6033.

Chicanos/Latinos in Health
Education
Meeting with guest speaker, 5:30
p.m., DI-I 505. Call 226-2219.

Department of Civil
Engineering
Public Transportation Forum,
7-9 p.m., ENG 189. Call 321-5958.

Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
Student Alliance
Meeting, 2,3:30 p.m., SU
Go lartalupe Room. Call 287-8351.

Career Planning
& Placement

Jewish Student Union

Building a Winning Resume, 5:30
p.m. SD Almaden Room. Call
924-CA33.

Barbeque Lunch, 11 am.-1:30
p.m., Campus BBQ Pits. Call
Asya, 252-2944.

Disabled Students
Association

The Ilstening Hour

Meeting, 3-4 p.m., SU Costanoan
Room. Call Irene, (510) 846-4902.

Gamelan Ensemble: Music from
Java, 12:30-1:15 p.m., MB
Concert Hall. Call 924-4631.

Hospitality Management
Oub

Model United Nations

Meeting, 9:45 am and 4:30 p.m.,
IS 239 and Southwest Airlines
Recruiting, 11 am.-Noon, IS 239.
Call Ruben or Ha, 924-3197.

Meeting, 4-6 p.m., AS. Council
Chambers, Call 5244173.

Muslim Student Association

Speaker Meeting, 4:30 p.m., BC
221. Call Benita, 295-9006.

"Muslims in African-American
Culture," by Abdul Malik, 1:30-3
p.m., SU Guadalupe Room. Call
Nadeem, 985-7715.

Marketing. Club
Muslim Student Association

Department of Political

A documentary film on women
in Islam, 1-2:30 p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room. Call Nadeem,
98.5-771""

Colloquium: "Decision Making &
Surprise Attack in War," 3:30-5
p.m.. BC 04. Call 924- 550.

Department of Political
Science

Pre-Dental Student
Association

Soence

Election Analysis: The Day After,
Noon-2 p.m., SU Llmunum
Room. Call 924-5550.

Club Meeting, 1:30-2:30 p.m., DH
344. Call Phuong, 227-2600.

Re-entry Advising Office

Speaker Dr. Kurt Bausbacic,
Cardiologist, 1:30-2 p.m., DH 345.

Brown-Bag Lunch: Scholarships
Grants, Noon-1:30 p.m., SU
Pacheco Room. Call 924-5930.

&

School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Exhibits,
10 am.-4 p.m. and 6-8 p.m., ART
&IND Buildings. Call Marla,
924-4330.

Sigma Gamma Rho

Greek Diversity Forum, 8 p.m.,
Dining Commons. Call 294-2206
or 924-8902.

Sigma Theta Psi Sorority

Meeting, 7 p.m., MB 235. Call
Carmen, 944-2643.

yth
Associated Students
Program Board
Speaker John Waters, 7 p.m.,
MD Auditorium. Call 924-6261.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Nitelife Meeting, 8 p.m., SU
Almaden Room. Call 275-651&

Pm-Med Club
School of Art & Design

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The bowling alley In the
Student Union reverberated
with jarring sounds. Bowling
balls crashed into pins and
scores from last week’s tournament blared over the public
address system.
Andrea Burnett, 23, took a
minute away from her game to
explain why she did not vote In
Tuesday’s election.
"I had to be at work at 7 a.m.
and I won’t get home until 9:30
p.m.," said the San Jose State
University
graphic
design
senior. "I’d let the team down if I
voted and wasn’t here."
Burnett wasn’t the only SJSU
student who didn’t vote. An
Informal Spartan Daily poll of 40
students revealed half of them
didn’t vote. The poll was conducted for two hours early
Tuesday evening.
Lack of time was the primary
reason for not voting, but disillusionment with politics was a
strong second.
"I have no time to vote work, studying, school, kids, the
whole thing," said Rosemary
Lau, 39, a senior occupational
therapy major. "I really haven’t
had a chance to read the issues.
I don’t even watch TV."
Brad Watson, 20, said he
would probably vote after finishing his workout at the Event
Center’s Sports Club.
"I registered. But there is so
much going on, I haven’t gotten
around to it," said the sophomore business major between
sets of his workout. "What time
do the polls close?" he asked.

Student Galleries Art Exhibits,
10 a.m.-4 p.m., ART & IND
Buildings. Call Marla, 924-4330.

By Makonnen Gebrehiwot

Sigma Gamma Rho

Two years ago, the term "Year
of the Woman," was coined in
recognition of women candidates’ success in national elections.
Tuesday’s nationwide election
results produced a much different picture as female politicians
suffered a major setback with
losses in closely contested
and
Senate
gubernatorial,
House races.
The number of female governors was projected to increase
from four to seven, but women
candidates were defeated in
California, Texas and Iowa. Ten
candidates ran for gubernatorial
posts.
California gubernatorial candidate Kathleen Brown and
Iowa’s Attorney General Bonnie
Campbell failed in their bid to
make history by being elected
as the first female governor of
their respective states.
Political Science Professor
Roy Young said although nowadays female candidates are
being accepted with the realization they can stand on their
own merits, their stance on certain issues Important to voters
might hurt their chances of winning.
"In the California gubernatorial race, Wilson came across as
being strong and capable of

Dianne is pretty rich too."
Hugunin said he was too busy
to vote. But he also said he
doesn’t believe his vote would
count. He described himself as
a member of the "pathetic tail
end of the baby boom."
Even though most students
polled didn’t vote, they had
divergent views on the candidates and ballot propositions.
Some said Wilson has been a
good governor while others like
Nelson castigated the governor.
"I think Wilson will do a good
job," said Mike Daniels, a junior
business major, who voted.
"I registered, gosh darn it,"
said Jennifer Clemens, a junior
occupational therapy major.
"But I never received an absentee ballot, and I don’t want to
see Kathleen Brown as gover-

nor. I’m a Republican."
Students were divided on
Proposition 187.
"I don’t think illegal immigrants should have the right to
the same privileges we have,"
Clemens said. "They should
have to pay. I don’t think just
anyone should get welfare."
But Brenda Murphy, 33, a
public relations senior, said
Proposition 187 was unfair.
"It promotes racism," she
said. "It’s not a fair way to
attack the issue of illegal immigration."
Lee Pate, 29, an aerobics
instructor in the Event Center,
epitomized SJSU students she didn’t vote but felt guilty.
"I couldn’t get away (to
vote)," she said. "I worked all
day and night. I feel real bad."
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A Documentary A m: Women in Islam
In the Guadelupe Room, Student Union at 1:00
Visit our display tent in front of the
Student Union between 8am and 4pm
For more information call Neveen 448-8212
Sponsered by the Muslim Student Association Funded by Associated Students
...
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......

Two essential
ingredients

Social, 7 p.m., Music Room. Call
294-2206 or 924-8902.

Sikh Student Association
"Sikh Social Lssues," by Amrit K.
Ragi, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Multicultural
Center. Call Parvinder, 924-8736.

S.A.P.P.
Speaker Atul Mehta: "Tissue
Culture Activities ... Micropropagation to Plant Biotechnology,"
6 p.m., 1)H 344. Call 429-9306.

Television Education
Network

for a perfect
date:

Brown Bag Wellness Series:
Heart Disease - Women at Risk,
12:15-1 p.m., 1RC 302 (or viewed
in HB 208). Call Linda, 924-2636.
SperinGuele is F1601111 and available b students, locally
ard seeN argent:aeons. Deadline is Spin two days bekee
*elan Daily
publication FORTIS ase asoikkle
Coded may be edged in allow lot soon resindions.

dealing with crime issues better
than Brown," Young said.
The biggest increase was
expected in the race for the
Senate seats with nine women
candidates. GOP candidate
Olympia Snowe also the Senate
seat in Maine.
Twenty years ago, only three
women were unsuccessful in
their Senatorial races.
Advertising senior Deandra
Cassidy feels this is the result of
an attitude change. She said
women are more determined to
prove themselves and are anxious to change policies.
"In the past, woman candidates were not taken seriously.
Stronger women were even seen
as a threat," Cassidy said. "What
they stand for Is becoming more
accepted rather than their gender."
Women seeking political
office as members of the House
of Representatives have fared
better than those running for
governor during the last two
decades.
In 1974, a total of 40 women
were nominated to run for seats
In the House, but only one-third
of them were elected. According
to the National Women’s
Political Caucus, 1 1 1 female candidates nominated by the
Democratic and Republican parin
competing
were
ties
Tuesday’s election.

Burnett said voting should be
easier.
"Voting is inconvenient," she
said. "You have to go to a certain site. You should be able to
go to any polling place and be
able to vote."
Katie McCoy, a 21 -year-old
design senior from Modesto,
would second Burnett’s solution.
"I didn’t vote because I didn’t
get an absentee ballot," she
said. "I’m feeling bad because
my roommate drove to Gilroy
and back to vote. I feel voting is
a privilege, and lots of times, we
take it for granted."
But making voting easier
might not lessen voters’ anger.
"I didn’t want to vote for a
senator. How can you vote for
candidates who slander each
other?" asked Matt Mason, 24, a
senior aerospace engineering
major.
"Huffington came out of
nowhere. What do we know
about him?" Mason asked while
taking a break at the Spartan
Pub with two friends. "And I
don’t trust Feinstein - she’s a
career politician."
In another corner of The Pub,
Greg Nelson, 30, and John
Hugunin, 34, gobbled a quick
dinner before heading to class.
Nelson voted, but Hugunin
didn’t. However, the two graduate students were united in
their disgust with politics.
"The governor’s a fascist,"
Nelson said. "I voted for
Feinstein. Huffington ...ran a big
smear campaign. He’s a bad liar.
He hasn’t been in politics long
enough. And he’s rich. But I see

.

Women candidates
lose in key contests
Spartan Daily Stall Writer
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Shirakawa to replace father
seat 62 to 25 percent -- 563
votes to 223.
Measure B was leading 88 to
32 percent, 10,043 votes tr,
4,775, with less than I perceat
of the vote counted.
Measure B would let the City
Council call special elections to
decide who should succeed
council members who die,
resign or are outsted from
office.

SAN JOSE (AP)
George
Michael Shirakawa on Tuesday
appeared to be winning his late
father’s San Jose City Council
seat.
Voters in early returns also
were passing a city ballot measure that authorizes the special
election for the council seat.
With 19 percent of the vote
counted, Shirakawa led attorney
Gayle Tiller for the District 7

th

PLA. FEsr

PLANNING COMMITTEE

now accepting
applications
deadline:
14o, The Associated Students Program
Board is seeking applications for the
Fifth ,’,nnual Film Fest Planning
Committee. The team of highly
energetic and creative students
will act as the pnrnary programming
body for the Film Fest which will be
held in the Spring of 1995.
MeMbers Of the Committee will be
expected to attend all meetings.
Members will be working with major
ji
media outlets. This will be an
I,
4 1
experience you don’t want to miss!

PHOTOS BY JEREMY HOGAN SPARTAN DAILY
11 after the proposition won.

Egg

Maria Ana Estrada holds up a sign during a live broadcast at the "No on 187" headquarters on KNTV Channel

187

Levied by Assosated Students

please contact James Moore (Film Fest Chairperson) 924-6263 Student Union Rm. 350

From page 1
said, "the Supreme Court will rule against it Jose had voted
because it’s unconstitutional."
against Proposition
Rodriguez said some of his friends were 187. A deafening
nervous about the outcome of the elec- roar erupted from
tions.
the crowd.
"But I told them not to worry," he said. "If
"This is the eviit does pass, it will go to court and we will dence of the work
win there."
that was done here,"
As early returns started coming in about Medina said. "(Kath9:30 p.m., 187 opponents crowded around a leen) Brown won
television set and silence fell across the and Propostion 187
room. When ABC announced the Democrats lost in our commuwere losing control of the Senate, the nity so that shows
Lisa Hoyos wipes tears from the eyes of a campaign volunteer after
response from the crowd was boos and the work paid off."
television broadcasts projected Proposition 187 would pass.
hisses.
Medina also said
Before the 10 o’clock news started, Mike that as the results came in, he expected the ty is a force to be reckoned with."
Garcia, an organizer of the "No on 187" cam- gap to narrow.
Flores and Rodriguez said they will conpaign in San Jose, told the crowd they
"I think the proposition and Wilson don’t tinue to be active.
should all be proud for pulling together.
realize that they galvanized a whole genera"Who’s not going to want to be active
"Whatever happens," he said, "tonight we tion of Latino youth," Gonzalez said. "They when they are going to help their people,"
should be proud of ourselves. If 187 did will never forget this kind of attack."
Flores said.
anything, it woke us up. This is only the
"No on 187" volunteer Juan Diego
During the final speeches, Medina told
first step in the process of organizing our- Montemayor said the campaign activated the crowd not to give up hope.
selves."
and raised the consciousness of the com"Tomorrow morning when we wake up,"
During KNTV’s 10 o’clock news, the sta- munity. "This forces people to think differ- he said, "we have to say it’s not over. It is
tion released the results of an exit poll ently about Latinos," he said. "It’s going to just beginning, and nothing can stop us
showing that 58 percent of the voters in San force people to realize the Latino communi- now."

SHOO(
VAIMet
an evening with

John
Waters
John V :tiers discusses all terms ot shock
value the beauty of "good bad Mite-. his
crackpot obsessions (Baltimore hair-do’s,
murder mats. exploitation films); and his
vision of worldwide tra.shiness in all forms
of entertainment
Director of Serial Mom, Cry Baby,
$ 6.50 gen / $ 550 students
film: Polyester
Hairspray, Polyester, Desperate
film. Female Trouble $ 650 gen. /5 5.50 students
tivine. Female Trouble, Pink
LECTURE 8L FILM $I 5 IX) gen. / Sill IX) students
Flamingos, Afultiple Maniacv,
These films shown at CAMERA I & CAMERA 3
and nude

NOV. 1

Only $30 per month ($30 savings)
at the Second and San Carlos
Street Garage, next to Camera 3.
Guaranteed Space
24 Hour Access
Limited to 200 Spaces

Associated Students

SJSU

Thursday 7:00pm

San Jose State University
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Ux.sa

Half-Price
Student
Parking

LECTURE:
0 T H

ae
zi

S

STUDENTS

5.00

GENERAL

S 1 0. 00
Intt.rrnaland ii. k ni,.a ii 41114,0, S014

-

VOTE!

Special Election

eaosteg,Itext Wee4/
Public Forum

Nov. 14
Noon - 1 p, Student Union Amphitheater (outside)

17 A.S. Special Election

Nov. 16 &
9 am - B pm, Student Union (inside)
9 am - 8 pm, Clark Library (inside)
9 am - 2:30 pm, Mad:Waffle Hall ( glass lobby, inside)

Half-Month Parking
($15, sold on 1st and 15th of the month)

To Qualify
You must be registered for
6 units at SJSU and show
proof of registration.

I.R.A. (Instructionally Related Activities) Initiative
-Sern-Gerlos-Bieyele-Aeoess-Referendurn
removed from ballot

Students Issues for Students to vote on!
Student Discount Parking
applications may be obtained at the
parking office next to the Second St
entrance of the garage or by calling
City Park at 298-8852
11\d"
0
SAN

/7

IIIIWN11NVN
ASSOCIATION

Soorsored by the CIty of San Jose

Funded by,

Election Board
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At $8,395, you’ll have
plenty of money left for gas.
t

At 44 in pg

you might not need

The newest Geo.
Metro Coupe

gets an

$8,375.

Metro, from

EPA est. MPG ol 44 in the city and 49 on the highway.*

A warranty covers Metro from one end to the next.
A. 0(1 that’s with no deductihle... zero... none whatsoever.’
/Vietro comes with first-time huyer assistance.

Get

to know the newest Geo. Metro. At your Chevrolet/Geo dealer’s.*
Wi n t to know more? GiVe
GET

11

s a

TO

ti11.

1-800

Get-2-Kno.

KNOW

Geefi
e t11,

$6001111.11

11111,6116 1113.11l P. of Metro L,Si
psyment ...ia.m. 1.. qrsliiimi
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The mental preparation
6 Ardnesda,
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of Sports
the defense has read the screen
well. Instinctively avoiding the
oncoming rush, he notices the
tight end has been left alone. He
fires the ball over the middle,
but it is intercepted. Abrew did
not see the free safety lurking in
the area.
By the time the Spartans get
the ball back, Abrew has forgotten the turnover, and he drives
the team down the field confidently for a score. Abrew has
learned to mentally block out
such mistakes.
"Every time you huddle up,
it’s a new play. If you let the play
before you bother you, then you
won’t be a 100-percent focused
on the next one," he said.
In all sports, part of the game
is played on the field, but most
of it is played in the heads of
the athletes and coaches involved. If everyone is focused, it
is possible for an underdog to

By Chris McCrellis-Mitchell

Spartan fauly Stall ’Ante.

In the huddle, San Jose State
University quarterback Alli
Abrew calls the play, a pass to
the right flat. Everyone knows
their assignment, so they clap
and come up to the line.
Once Abrew turns to face the
defense, he begins a mental
checklist. First, he reads the
coverage to see what base defense the opponents are showing.
"Where are the linebackers
lined up? Are they showing
man-to-man?," he thinks.
The original play won’t work,
so he calls an audible, a screen
pass to the left. As he starts the
count, he looks over the defense, visualizing what is about
to happen.
Hike! Abrew takes the snap,
and as he draws back, he sees

Women’s basketball team
member Kan
Steele uses
self-discipline
and plenty of
practice in
dealing with
the mental
aspects of her
game. "If I
screw up on
offense. I try
to concentrate
on getting it
back on
defense,"
Steele said.

win.
The San Jose Sharks knocking
off the Detroit Red Wings last
year is one example.
If the whole team isn’t mentally
prepared, sometimes a better
team will give the game away, as
in the 1993 NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship, when Michigan’s Chris Webber called a phantom time out in the last seconds
of the game.
From a coach’s perspective it is
not easy to keep players focused.
Karen Smith, the SJSU women’s
basketball coach has her team
SPARTAN DAILY FILE PHOTO
use mental imagery before the
Spartans’ basketball center Mike Brotherton uses religion as a way to deal with the mental side of sports.
game.
The players and coaches run
through the defense and offense improve themselves. You are but played so well against ration is just as important as
physical and mental work."
in their head with their eyes working against your own per- Washington," he said.
"I don’t think the big schools
it does matter what I do
closed. Sometimes players still- sonal best or getting a higher
score than the last time you did have that much different ability. against the league’s monster
lose their focus.
All of us have pretty much the center. A lot of players get hung
"You can tell by mannerisms the same dive," he said.
But sometimes athletes feel same ability. Pride is what sepa- up on ’What if I do bad? What if I
and body language. You can tell
miss a shot?’ That part of the
they are making mental errors they are David trying to go up rates us."
"We can beat anyone in our game is taken care of by my
... that they are out of the against Goliath. They psych
themselves out when preparing conference if we play with the relationship to God," he said.
game," Smith said.
For others it is a matter of
That’s when the difficult job for a big name school or oppo- same attitude. Just because
you’re on a losing team doesn’t self-discipline and lots of pracnent.
of mental coaching comes in.
tice. SJSU women’s basketball
For instance, when the SJSU mean you can’t play," he said.
"Some players respond to a
team guard Karl Steele said it
Abrew agreed.
pat on the back, some sternly football team was preparing for
"The most dangerous team is depends on the situation.
talking to them, and others like Washington, it was alleged that
"If I screw up on offense, I try
it when you get in their face," there were some players who the one that has nothing to
to concentrate on getting it
she said. "If you know your peo- felt SJSU had no chance and lose."
To get to a state of mental back on defense," she said.
ple and team well enough, you that the trip to Washington wasn’t worth making. Wliether it is confidence and preparedness,
Whatever the method of
can pull them out of the funk."
Jack Taylor. SJSU women’s true or not, situations like that athletes and coaches use a vari- preparation, the mental aspect
of sports is just as important, if
swimming and diving coach said do occur. This presents a prob- ety of methods.
Some go the superstitious not more, than the physical conthe sport of diving requires at lem for coaches.
"You’ve got to make the team route. Smith eats the same thing ditioning. A mental breakdown
least 40 percent mental preparacan be just as costly as an
feel that if they play to their ulti- every game day.
tion to perform well.
"I have to have my tuna fish injury.
"It’s like taking a test. If you mate potential that they have a
As Smith said, "It takes just as
study for a test a lot, you know chance. Every team has a sandwich," she said.
Others use religion. SJSU long to practice mental preparayou’re ready. You might be ner- chance to beat another team,"
men’s basketball center Mike tion as it does to learn a jump
vous, but you won’t blow it," Smith said.
SJSU wide receivc: Jacobbi Brotherton feels spiritual prepa- shot."
she said.
Taylor said an advantage of Williams agreed.
"You get caught up in playing
individual sports like diving, is
that the athlete is not thinking the mystique of the school and
not the players. The psychologiof the team score.
"We (coaches) make sure they cal part of the game Is everyknow they (divers) are here to thing. That’s why we lost to Cal,

SOU DIVERS
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Friday November 10

SPECIAL SJSU STUDENT DIVING COURSES
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free

industrial real estate film with over 100 agents is expanding.
We are looking for l to 3 high energy. su« ess motivated indi
viduals IfIlefesied in d (di eef In real estate.
We sell and lease rOGneflIdland llldosllidI properties
lkoughout the San Randal) and Monterey Bay areas.
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Excellent training program
Previous sales experience a plus
Good math and verbal skills a necessity

MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE 1956

doily LuNcli jpecia q.(1
$4.89
525 E. Campbell Avenue (2 blocks
374.2265
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Call
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COMMERCIAL
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Barry Turkus (408)436 8000

Pacific Offshore Divers Inc.
1188 Branham Lane
San Jose, CA 95118
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New bill before South African parliament offers freedom to Biehl killers
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(AP) - The three young men
convicted
of
murdering
California scholar Amy Blehl
have embarked on a hunger
strike to demand political
amnesty.

Mongezi
Manqina,
22,
Mzikhona Nofemela, 19, and
Vusumzi Ntamo, 23, were each
sentenced to 18 years in prison
on Oct. 26.
Judge Gerald Friedman said
they killed Biehl simply because

she was white at the sentencing.
SABC radio said Tuesday that
the three black men - all members of the militant Pan
Africanist Congress being held
in prisons near Cape Town were demanding that their

crime be seen as a political one.
If the three men can demonstrate that their crime was politically motivated, admit their
guilt and give a full account of
their actions, they could qualify
for amnesty under a bill now

before the South African parliament.A 26-year-old Fulbright
scholar from Newport Beach,
California, Biehl was in South
Africa helping to educate
voters.
She was attacked by a mob

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
rnites no claim tar products or
services advertised below no is
there any guerantee implied. The
classified =arms of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

VOLUNTEERS
WANTED FOR RESEARCH: Anyone
who has hat a personal experience
with angels. Pease call 977-3288.
BE A FRIENDI
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132.

EVENTS
INTERESTED IN A NUTRITION,
Food Science. or Home Economics.
related career? Come to Student
Night at the UC Davis University
Club, Mon, Nov. 14, 5:30pm. To
sign up or for more Info, Call
Christine Hale 415-324-5453.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANY INFO LEADING to the where
abouts of Everett Taasevigen for
TLC, please call Yvonne at 408978-7218. If correct, a reward of
a home cooked meal at my home.
NEW STUDINT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call 18001655.3225,

LOST & FOUND
FOUND A WATCH AT CHI OMEGA
on Oct. 30, during presents. Call
279-9680 to identify.
LOST GOLD CHAIN BRACELET.
Holds great sentimental value.
Reward. Call 415-369-8403.
LOST: LOOSELEAF BINDER, dark
blue, 1 inch, music history notes.
If found call Denis 457-1795.

FOR SALE
NIKON LENSES: 28mm f3.5;
135 mm f2.8; 200mm f4. All 3
for $550.00, 415-960.1990.
SPILLED INK a creative thought
journal, is taking over the best
minds of our generation. Available
@ Spartan Bookstore $3. Or mail
to P.O. Bo’ 8362 Saribse,CA 95155.
CROSS COUNTRY SKI EXERCISER
Sears Lifestyle 2000. Easy to use.
Excellent condition. Like new.
White. Folds flat for storage.
$35.00 obo. Call Kathy 227-1145.
FUTON, NEW, 6’ FUTON & FRAME
Fabric choice. Full set $119.
Queen set $129. (408)926-1951.

AUTO FOR SALE
186 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/
dk red interior. Excellent condition.
$6,800. Gene: 265.3994.

EMPLOYMENT
30 TEMP P/T SALES pos. open,
S.J. & Sunnyvale areas. Sales
exp. $5.5046./hr. Flex hrs. Call
408-521-5277.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:
Intramural Sports Director to
supervise &SU student intramural
sports. Apply by Dec. 9, 1994 in
the Student Activities office. 4089245966.
CHILIS CUPERTINO IS HIRING
foodservers. Apply 2 4, M-T.Th-F
at 20060 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Conip Teeft.Set-up, Cent, a Sup.
Apple/IBM-Compat multimed
Corn. Late Nov/Early Dec. PT/flex.
Multimed 11/W, Ed S/W & ability
to hacker-proof compter a plus.
$12/hr - Andrew 408-920-5403.
ATTENDANT/TRAINER for rtsabled.
Cook, clean, heavy lifting. Valid CDL
required. Graveyard 10 pm to 8 am,
and pail-time. 265-1229.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
Full-time / Part-time
Apply Mon. - Fri., 8am. - Spot.
5550 Meridian Ave. San Jose
(408)286-5880
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled Increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
AU, SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
MELLOW BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Instrance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply Mon. Frt. 8am 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Neer 1018 Sin Tomas Expressway.
MINEWORKERS DESPERATELY
needed. 100’s of companies want
)oul Sail a krg(4110)aelleddressed
sibimped ersreloce to: Q Harg, 2905
an.a San.kee,CA 96121.

chanting anti-white slogans on
Aug. 25, 1993, when she drove
black friends home to the
impoverished Guguletu township outside Cape Town. She
was bludgeoned and stabbed
to death.

Phone: 924-3277

MARKETING ASST. Direct mail, GIRLS AND GUYS WANTED for
general office, computers, good magazines and movies. Must
with details. 57.15/ hour. 15-20 be over 18. Call 249-1233.
hr/wk Call 243.9173.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Sports minded students to make
MIX 106.5 KEZR needs a part- 5150.4225. weekly, working
time person to provide technical 17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
support in a dynamic broadcasting (No phone sales or agency)
environment.
Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.
To be successful, you must be
organized, energetic, a self-starter
8 EARN EXTRA CASH S
but takes direction when
up to 5120/week!
necessary. You must be capable
Become a Sperm Donor.
of working as an individual Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
contributor as well as on a team. Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
You Must Be Proficient In:
Contact California Cryobank
Microsoft Office-Word, Excel, Mail, 415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm.
PowerPoint, Access would be a
plus.Microsoft Windows & Novell SJSU BUSINESS STUDENTS
Netware.
Marketing/sales positions now
You Must Be Capable Of: available. - Send resume
installing software in a Novell and cover letter by Nov. 27.
network environment, trouble- Expansion Products Co. P.O. Box
shooting software and hardware 4217 Mountain View, CA 94040.
problems, managing Novell
servers, performing daily system BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
backups, installing PC hardware Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve. 1 or 2
components memory, network week classes. (415) 968-9933.
cards, hard drives etc., supporting International Bartenders School.
end users, informal training and
managing an email system. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
15-20 hours/week at Silicon Valley Tonics Coalition’s
$10-$15 per hour based on campaign to protect ground water
experience.
and promote green technology.
Send your resume to: Committed workers needed 1:3(1.Larry Aiken, KEZR, Dept. M, 10:00 for fundraising/organizing.
P.O. Bat 2337 San Jose, CA 95109 Make a difference while making a
EOE.
living, 288.7882. EOE.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
$1500 WEEKLY possible,
CELLULAR/PAGER SALES
mailing our circulars!
positions. Currently hiring for new For info call 202-298-8933.
downtown location. Outside sales.
100% commission. Your own GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOB!
hours. Write your own check. Join Silicon Valley Tonics Coalition’s
938-0100. ask for Todd or Rob.
campaign to protect the Valley’s
failing ground water. Committed
CHRISTMAS MONEY
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
Career Opportunity
fundraising/community organizing.
Make a difference while making a
Earn Cash Daily
Montgomery Ward Portrait Studio living, 288-7882. EOE.
has several openings fa aggressive
sales people to eam 58-$10/hr.
SALES - SPORTS
PT/FT. Call Wed -Sat. 11arn.-5prn.
FUN PART T1ME JOB
Helping U.S.A. Amateur Athletes
Oakridge - 4086290401
Capitol/McKee 408254-9671
with training opportunities to
Bayfair - 510-278-1129
prepare for International &
Daly City.-415-994-4386
hopefully, Olympic competitions
5-9 Mon-Fri + 10-2 Sat
ENJOY WORKING WITH CHILDREN?
EARN $6.00- $12.00hr
Small World Schools is currently
Manager 18+ w/ car
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
EARN $600 TO $900 MO.
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
SCOTT 14081982.9601
shifts available in San Jose, Belmont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also Pit’ WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
hiring for substitutes flexible Growing company has immediate
scheduling does not interfere with openings with high pay and
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE flexible hours. Perfect for a
or 6 ECE completed + current college schedule (10-25 hrs/wk)
ECE enrollment for all positions. * * *Starting Pay 610.50*
Benefits & an abundance of No experience is necessary - growth opportunities! Please call training will be provided!!!
408257-7326 to mhedule interview. We also offer internships and
100 corporate scholarships each
GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi. year. Call 2 80-519 5.
America’s largest dinner delivery
service. We deliver dinners from FLEXIBLE SHIFTS Telephone
restaurants like Chills, TGI Fridays, surveys for market research to.
& Marie Callenders to homes & No sales. Days -Eves -Weekends.
businesses. Many SJSU students $6.00/hour. 408-289-1499.
have enjoyed our flexible & friendly
work environment. You can too. Oix
MARKETING
positicre ate pat time it the skenhgs. Environmental/Nutrition Co. seeking
Cal this notified sexnd. 369-9401. outgoing individuals with outstandMobile Waiter/Waitress: Deliver ing leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
from the restaurant to the astomer’s train. Telecommunication positions
home or business. Earn $9-$12/hr also available reselling surplus
hour. You must be at least 18, have digital long distance service of top
your own car, ins. & no more tan one long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
ding on your DMV. Posititons in the train. Call Mark 408-733-3933.
Cupertino/Campbol aea or Six& Sat
Jose. Cash tips nightly!!! 369.9401.

RENTAL HOUSING

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is
GREAT VALUE!
seeking customer service repreA comfortable home at a
sentatives for our San Jose office.
20-30 hours a week at $7.00 an reasonable rate. Studios.
1 bdrms. and 2 bdrms.
hour. Flexible around student’s
Available now. Call
schedule. Duties include cusTIMBERWOOD APTS.
tomer service, administration.
408-578-6800.
sales, answering phones & light
driving. A clean driving record is
required. For more nformaticn, pease 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 tram/2 Oa. 5745-5796/ma
call Deborah at 408-452-1100.
Responsive management. Walk or
HEALTH CLUB COMTERPERSON ride bike to school. Very clean,
P/T Eve-age & Weekerds. Per ha.rs. roomy & remodeled. Security type
WANTED: Self-motivated, out- bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
going team player. Will train. Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
APPLY: Mon.- Fri. 10am - 4prn. Ample parking. We take advance
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt View. deposits. Call 288.9157.

RENT A SPACIOUS 1. BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705,
2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off
campus. Includes water, garbage
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month. Ask about $200
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.
ROOM TO ROAM!
Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space
in our huge 2 bedroom condos.
Split master suites,w/d.a/c &more.
Woodland Meadow
408441.7600.
2 Bedroom Ambles* $750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
SORORITIES / FRATERNITIES
House for rent 1/1/95. Parking.
8 bdrm, 5 bath, storage. TV rm,
meet rm. S. Sloth St. 253-2449.

ROOMMATES
SJSU STUDENT wants female to
share 2 bdm./1 be. 1/2 block from
SJSU. Only $325 ma Snare util. Avail
now. Call Christine 408-947-8756.
MATURE M/F nonsmoker wanted
to share 2 brim house in Mow Glen
At 12/1. $487/mo+ utiL 279-3514,
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
Share 2 bdrm 1 bath in quiet Willow Glen, near It. rail. $350./mo.
265-8553.

REAL ESTATE
CHARMING CONDO FOR SALE!
2bd./1ba. Easy campus access.
May consider lease option. Call
today! 997-5530. C. Banker.

FOR RENT
OFFICE 4 RENT
Parking. 485 7th
296-8198

SERVICES
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
Research/Editing/Proofreading
Write Now, 14081738.0436.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays, theses, articles. etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken,
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Available. Broad Academic
background in Social Science.
Proficient on Mac. General
knowledge of library databases
and bibliography materials.
Excellent References. Call:
(415) 327-4609.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate aN firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

ENTERTAINMENT

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.

MISS YOUR SOAP?
Call the Soap Hotline at
1-900226-0906 ext. 319.
Must be 18. $1.98/min. Max 2
min/3.96. Touch Tone required.

RESUME PREPARATION by
HEALTH/BEAUTY
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates. ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes. Break out of the prison of pain.
(408) 356-2874.
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed.
MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALL! Feel better emotionally & physically.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Quick and affordable, drugless
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
using chemicals. Let us perma- Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
nently remove your unwanted hair. booklet on chronic pain.
Back- Chest - Lip - Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
receive 15% discount. First appt. Are you tired of neck pain,
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31, headaches and low back pain
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. from long hours of studying?
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Come see Dr. Galla for a
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
Free Spinal Exam. 408-998-4480
Bascom /280.
Student Voice Mali 87. Month
No more missed messages!
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Rent your own private, passwordUnwanted hair removed forever.
protected voice mail box
Specialist. Confidential.
( 3 month minimum). Pager
Your own probe or disposable.
notification and group boxes
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
available. Call today for free
247-7486.
recorded message. 24 hour
access. 408-261-9880.
50% DISCOUNT1
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
Enhance your natural beauty!
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Eye Liner- Ups - Eyebrows.
Student Discounts.
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
4083793500
Real, Santa Clara.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 to4.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
261.4430.
Campbell, CA 95038.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
now accepting students wishing
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Beginning, Intermediate, and
Advanced welcome. All styles
including: Rock, Jazz, Blues.
Funk, Reggae. Fusion, and
Folk. Call 408-298-6124.
AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
Divorce & Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

INSURANCE
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first,
OR
Save Time & Money
and Call Us Now!
408-246-6644 ask for Randy,
or page 408.951-8003 anytime!
’Can’t get away? I’ll go to you?

TRAVEL
LOOKING FOR INDIVIDUAL TO FLY
to the RDU airport in Raleigh, North
Carolina, on Wed., Nov. 23, as
companion to 11 year old girl.
Return to San Jose on Sun., Nov.
27. If interested, reply in writing
to: T. Morris, P.O. Box 2658.
Burlington, NC 27216.
SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB
9495. *Whistler Canada - January
8-13. Air. 5 nights &lift passes:
$449. Also discounts at local
stores and discount Tahoe tickets.
Ski Club has planned trips to
Tahoe, parties, gatherings & more.
For info call Mark at 92443225.
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
Lowest Art Fares Available
Call for Quotes
We Deliver
Western Union Money Transfer
United Express Travel Agency
14081279-2101.

WORD PROCESSING

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto. Jet Sic. Motorcycle.
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me. (Don) 408.247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 26 4.4 504.

AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drsers
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Discount: 20%
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408) 267-6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

CALL ANNA AT 972.4992
for dependable, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects. etc. Transcription.
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One-day turnaround
on most work. 8am to 7pm.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES

CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

DOODEIMOODCHITIEJOEMOLI7DEIDEIEFIOLI
IMEECOODOCHDODOODODOLJDOEIDEIEDOFIEJ
CIODEIDOODOOODODEIDOOLICIDOODOMTIF
ECIODOODEIDOODOCIDEIDOOD0000001-11-11-1 I I
Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line

minimum
Two Throe
Ono
Days
Days
Day
3 Maw
$5
$7
$9
$10
4 links
$6
NJ
$11
5 lbws
$7
$9
$12
ems..
$10
$6
$1 for each additional line.

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

F hi* Address
Days
$13 Cdy it Stale
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check or money order to:

After Um fifth day, t Inorsassa by 1111 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines:
15-19 lines: $110

$90

Please check
one classification:
Zin code

Spartan Daily dassifieds
San Jose Stat. University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
III Deadline 1003 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
El QUESTIONS? CALL (4081994-3277

Tlubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages *_Roommates*
_Events*
_Real Estate
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty
Volunteers*
_Rde Share*
_For Sale*
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment*
_Electronics*
_Travel
_Tutonne
_Wanted*
_Empioyrnent
_Word Processing
_Opportunities
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

FAX: 924-3282

AFFORDABLE AN EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes,
Letters, Manuscripts. etc.
WordPerfect 5.1, HP Laser II. All
formats, specializing in APA.
Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free MSC
storage. All work guaranteed)
Worry free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8arro8pm1. Pus
Save Additional 1DKPet Referred

NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING
Turabian, Cnicago. etc.
Resumes, cover letters, term
papers. theses. and much more.
Word and FrameMaker can
import, convert &edit diskettes.
Illustration and graphics.
We are professional writers/
editors with SC,C.’
and
liberal arts Orickv
We’ll
listen to you, a
meet
deadlines. Two t
rri-r
campus. Japanese
es
available. Cai
an or
Wallace at 408.294.5964.

2011IS PROFESSIONAL Exprkince.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408) 369-8614.

1 HATE TO
TYPEI
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format 52 00 per double
spaced page
minimum.
Cash only. Ca
445.0707.

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. ApA+
’Term papers ’Group projects
*Thesis ’Letters ’Applications
’Resumes ’Tape transcription. dc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.

FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE)
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers.
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
A job well done- always. Call Jane
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 1,40
- ei
Science and Entisn papers/
theses our specialty. Laser
printing. Free spell check and
SCHOLARSHIPS
storage. APA, Turabian and other
formats. Resumes, editing, COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
graphics and other services avacat,
message
available. Masterson’s Word gives de* ,
90-2685 ext
Processing. Call Paul or Virginia 112. "Sr riorrk, crwr-. Enterprises’
408-251-0449
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Money is waiting for you right now
for Word Processing Services
from Private Scholarsnips. Grants
Edit & Format Specialist for
and Fellowships. No financial
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Need and No GPA minimum.
APA Toroidal MLA
For FREE literature and
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
application package,
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
CALL NOW! 408-292-2400
Will also edit disks.
leave name, address. phone.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
$5 BILLIONS available for your
YibmatIonal Students Welcome education, ail students qualify!
10 minutes from campus!
Free message 1800J 666-GRAD.
HAYINAM*FREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

ri,
ACROSS
I Apple drink
6 Froth
10 Luxuriant
14 Good-bye. In
Paris
15 Singer Guthrie
16 Ancient Peruvian
17 Darlings
18 "Rollerball" star
19 Scottish
household
20 Droop
21 Disney movie
24 Big-eyed baby
26 Rhyme makers
27 Goofier
29 Lowed
31 Modern Persia
32 Damsels
33 Coffee holder
36 Egyptian river
37 Vague
38 Make a cake
39 Truck’s need
40 Popular
gambling game
41 Sign of the future
42 Beat
43 Least doubtful
45 Pursue game
47 The Pied 48 Fuzzy
caterpillars
51 TV extraterrestrial
54 Ship’s body
55 Off the outrageous
56 Cartoon character - Fudd
58 - of Wight
59 Proficient
60 Make tun of
61 Nuisance
62 T me period
63 Feel

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
Learn how to .-if ?ittle known
grants and scroarships on
your own or by using a low
cost matching service. Call
1-906443-1145 Ext. # 153. Cost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
Must be 18 Or older. Infoservice,
Los Angeles. CA.

answers will appear in the next issue.
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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01011100 0000010000
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

’ q.

Scoundrels
Notion
Slants
Poet’s always
Steal cattle
Side
Type of exam
Jai -Real estate
game
10 Tasted a
lollipop
11 Dark
12 Glances over
13 Dangle
22 The lady s
23 Negative votes
25 Dinner
beverage
27 Vigor
28 Operatic song
79 Tiny fly
lc I h.lr ch

.0,, ,..0,,,t.

Sy^alcaTe

calendar
32 Pistols
33 Movie maker
34 Hawaiian
guitars
35 Confined
37 Our galaxy
38 Drill
40 Male elephant
42 Straw-filied bed
43 Knight’s title
44 Surprise wins
45 Drunkard slang
46 Expressway
tees
47 Less rosy
48 Defeat
49 Baseball great
-- Ruth
50 Singer
Fitzgerald
52 Minus
53 Turn loose
57 Robert E

r -
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Senate Race: Preliminary Results

Governor’s Race: Preliminary Results

Election
From page 1

Feinstein

Brown

Huffington

Wilson

46%

Other

50.t

10% 20% 30% 40’c, 50% 60%

100%

59 percent of precincts repotting

Democratic Party volunteer Olympia Whiting
watches the election
results on television during the Democratic
Victory Bash at the
LeBaron Hotel in San
Jose. Whiting, an SJSU
graduate. said she was
depressed about the
results but was very
excited about Dianne
Feinstein’s chance of
victory.

SPARTAN DAILY

strong economy and Richards’
high job-approval rating.
The election results will
reshape Clinton’s debate with
Congress over health care and
welfare reform, a balanced budget amendment, and spending
limits on entitlement programs
Security and
like Social
Medicare.
Clinton made an Election Day
call for bipartisanship, a sign
that he expected GOP victories.

for the first time since 1970.
Two Democratic stalwarts fell
to Republicans as Goys. Mario
Cuomo of New York and Ann
Richards of Texas lost re-election bids.
Cuomo, seeking a record
fourth term, was defeated by
State Sen. George Pataki, who
said Cuomo had been "too liberal for too long."
Richards lost to George W.
Bush, eldest son of the former
president. Bush said Richards
was a failed leader despite Texas’

The Associated Press contributed to this report.

S:11DL’[.7
FE

The world% largest student and youth travel organization.

415-391-8407,77-T
Free Consultation with this Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results -No Drugs
Affordable

CHRISTINA MACIA,
SPARTAN DAIi1

Democrats: Brown
From page 1
(illegal immigrant) families
than send money to Russia."
Enrique Dominguez, the
director of Barrios Unidos of
San Jose, an anti- gang organization, was also impassioned
by the results on the
Proposition 187 issue.
"This is a green light for the
Hispanics to receive more violence and racism. There will be
more violence on Mexicans
from non-Mexicans. A governor wins an election on a platform of racism? That is like a
declaration of war on our peo-

Proposition results:

fails in gubernatorial bid

ple," he said.
Toma Schaeffer of Sunnyvale
was at the Le Baron for simpler
reasons.
"Positive thinking brought me
here. It’s more fun to be where
the action is. Hopefully, I’m
here to celebrate victory," she
said.
Unfortunately for Schaeffer,
Democrats and the president,
the party suffered many losses
throughout the country.
"When Bill Clinton was here,
he said the Republicans will
put poison in the ground. Are
we going to go back to

Reaganomics?," said Leona
Bishop of San Jose, a volunteer
with the Women’s Voter
Project.
"The national races are a disaster for the Democrats.
Republicans have taken over
the House and Senate, which
means Clinton will have to
move toward the middle of the
political spectrum. This means
less money for welfare and
health care. Liberal ideas are
out," said SJSU political professor Stephen Van Beek.
"187 unfortunately is now
going to be battled in the

courts for awhile. California
has now said that immigration
is a problem," he said. "I think
there is a problem, but when
you talk about people being
singled out as a suspects,
that’s my fear."
Eventually, as most of the
races both nationally and
locally were decided, the
majority of party goers paid
less attention to the television
screens and more to their
drinks.
Susan Hatford of Santa Clara
summed the mood up best.
"What can we do now?"

Before

408-257-5481
La Rose Skin Care
Ct inenlno Medical & Professional Center
10311 S. De All2A Blvd #4

After

Come Raise A Class After Class
DOWNTOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB
Featured beer this Thursday:

Ap44.

IWEWAN’S
the first pint for $4.00
and keep the glass.
4 Refills are only $3.00.
4

Buy

8:00pm this Thursday.
LIVE BAND
SPANKING MACHINE
er4 Thursday
at 9:30
is4

Happy Hour: Mon -Fri ,4-7pm
31

/eei &
Ckb743
E. Santa Clara Street, Downtown San Jose 293-1118
Between 1st and 2nd Street

GOP
From page I

Proposition
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21
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64

36

191

61
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187.
"It’s criminal the way it was
exploited that made anyone
who supported it look like they
wanted to throw children out of
schools," she said.
"We’ve got to give the legal
immigrants the opportunities.
They wait in line, and we accept
them with open arms. The illegals must stand in line and
apply like all the rest," Ryden
said.
She wanted Wilson re-elected.
"We’ve had enough years of
Brown," Ryden said.
Kathleen Brown’s father,
Edmund G. "Pat" Brown, was
governor of California from
1959 to 1967.
Her brother,
Edmund G. "Jerry" Brown Jr.
was governor of California from
1975 to 1983.

52% of precincts reporting

Republicans did not do as
well with the local elections. In
District
16,
Congressional
Democrat Zoe Lofgren defeated
Republican Lyle Smith.
"He (Smith) doesn’t stand a
chance," Bundesen said before
the results were in. "The district has 29 percent registered
Republicans. "We’d have to run
Jack Kemp in that district to
beat a Democrat."
said
only
Lu
Ryden
Democrats were running for
San Jose City Council.
"I crossed a party line and
supported John Diquisto (in
District 9)," she said.
Betty Quick won her first
election 45 years ago when she
was elected to the Student Council at SJSU as a senior
class representative. As a
Republican, she’s still winning.
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Don’t Wait!
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